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Abstract. AcMus is an integrated software platform for musical room acoustics.
A preliminary version of the software was developed as a MATLAB prototype of
acoustical analysis functions. The prototype processes measurements recorded
from a room and outputs calculations that help us assessing the quality of the
room for musical performance. We have measured a number of musical rooms
ourselves and are currently analyzing the data. Meanwhile, we are working on
the final implementation of the AcMus integrated platform, which is based on a
flexible and extensible Java plug-in framework. This new, open source version
of the system incorporates our experiences with the preliminary prototype and
tries to maximize the usability and effectiveness of the user interface.

1. Introduction

In 2002, we started the AcMus project [Iazzetta et al., 2004, Yili et al., 2003], an effort to
consolidate a research community in São Paulo, Brazil, devoted to issues related to musi-
cal room acoustics. One of the main goals is to build an open-source extensible software
for estimation, measurement, analysis, and simulation of rooms especially designed for
musical performance. The software is divided in three modules.

1. Measurement Module: helps the user to perform and analyze acoustical mea-
surements.

2. Utilities Module : offers tools that can be useful for the design of rooms, acousti-
cal measurements, and audio processing.

3. Simulation and Optimization Module: helps the design of rooms by performing
computer simulations and applying optimization techniques.

This paper focuses on the results obtained so far concerning the Measurement
Module. We first built a MATLAB prototype [Masiero, 2004], which we describe in
Section 2.1, that allowed us to analyze measurements taken from various concert halls
located in the city of S̃ao Paulo. This data has been used to carry out an investigation on
how to correlate objective and subjective acoustic parameters [Figueiredo et al., 2004],
we talk about this in Section 2.

The prototype consists of a number of MATLAB DSP functions with no special
user interface other than the MATLAB’s own graphical development environment. Dur-
ing the work on the field, we also used some general-purpose audio commercial tools.
With this experience, we confirmed the necessity of an efficient, integrated, and easy-
to-use computer system that would help us take and analyze the measurements. So, in
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parallel to this work, we are applying what we learned from this practical experience to
build a graphical user interface for the Measurement Module in Java. We have described
the ongoing work of this interface in a previous paper [Ueda et al., 2005], so in Section 4
we show how it will be useful.

2. Measurement Module Prototype
With our MATLAB prototype, we are able to process the data from the rooms we mea-
sured. This analysis gives us acoustical parameters that tells us something about the
quality of the room. Although many acoustical parameters may be determined by specific
measurements and calculations, our interest lays in those that shows correlation with sen-
sitivity and perception of subjects in a certain environment, particularly in rooms designed
for musical execution and listening.

Such parameters play a crucial role in the artistic quality of a musical event. Each
of the subjective parameters [Beranek, 2004] (Liveness, Clarity, Definition, Spatial Im-
pression, among others) is related to specific physical phenomena that are responsible
for the acoustical impressions that define the characteristics of a music room. The most
important parameters are represented by mathematical expressions that generate objec-
tive values, so we may see them as measurable physical quantities [Beranek, 2004]. For
example, RT60 for reverberation, C80 for clarity, and BR for bass ratio.

The measurement process consists of playing specific generated signals inside of
the room and then record the room response to this signal in different positions. The
recorded signal is mathematically compared with the original generated one, from which
we obtain the room impulse response (IR) [Kuttruff, 1991]. Figure 1 shows two impulse
responses obtained from the main floor of theTeatro Municipal de S̃ao Paulo.

Figure 1: Impulse responses from the Teatro Municipal de S ão Paulo

The most efficient method to calculate the impulse response is the one that uses
a sine sweep. The sine sweep is a sinusoid in which its instant frequency varies in time.
This variation may be linear or logarithmic. We chose to use the logarithmic sweep, which
has a pink spectrum, that is, its amplitude decays 3dB per octave. This means that each
octave of the signal contains the same amount of energy. The frequency doubles at a fixed
rate. The impulse response is obtained by deconvolving [Müller and Massarani, 2001]
the generated signal with the recorded one.

From the impulse response, the functions we implemented give us the desired
parameters. We calculate the energy decay curve from the impulse response by using the
Schroeder Integration method [ISO 3382, 1997]:

E(t) =
∫ ∞

t
p2(τ)dτ =

∫ ∞
0

p2(τ)dτ −
∫ t

0
p2(τ)dτ (1)



wherep is the impulse response. By manipulating this integration, we can calculate the
main acoustical parameters. Figure 2 shows a graphical output example of this manipula-
tion. The measurement was taken from theTeatro S̃ao Pedro.

Figure 2: Decay curve ( Teatro S ão Pedro )

We measured and compared some concert rooms in São Paulo where stable sym-
phonic groups perform regularly. Figure 3 shows some of the parameters obtained from
theAnfiteatro Camargo Guarnieri(CG),Teatro de Diadema(TD), Teatro do Memorial da
América Latina(ME), Teatro Municipal(TM), Teatro S̃ao Pedro(SP), andTeatro Śergio
Cardoso(SC).

The theaters showed quite distinct acoustical behaviors due to different architec-
tural characteristics and the acoustical treatment. Although we are still processing the
measurement data, preliminary analysis leads to important conclusions about the acousti-
cal performance of the rooms.

For instance, we observed that theTeatro do Memorial da Aḿerica Latinahas
too much absorption material on the lateral surfaces. This resulted in lower values of
the Brilliance and Lateral Fraction parameters. We detected acoustical distortions (echo
and excessive bass) at the back of the main floor. The analysis of the impulse response
suggests that this distortions are due to the peculiar shape of the ceiling: a parabolic curve
that reflects and confines the sound waves in the distortion areas.

The Teatro Śergio Cardosohas a very large scenic space, resulting in relatively
long reverberation times. This is certainly a negative aspect for the orchestra performance.

The parameters for theTeatro Municipalindicate that it is suitable for operistical
presentations. Its various possible positions for the audience (main floor, balcony, gallery)
provides diversified listening conditions. The measurements show the stage is excessively
dry, confirming the opinion of the musicians we interviewed. The superior floors present
higher Clarity levels than the main floor. However, in the gallery we observe excessive
diffusion and low Clarity, this may be a problem for certain repertoires.

Considering now the Brilliance (TR) and Bass Ratio (BR) parameters, theAn-
fiteatro Camargo Guarnieriand theTeatro S̃ao Pedroare more balanced than the others.
TheTeatro de Diademaand theTeatro Śergio Cardoso, on the other hand, presented ex-



Figure 3: Some acoustical parameters of rooms in S ão Paulo

cessive Bass Ratio. A possible explanation for this behavior in theTeatro de Diademais
that it has wide openings at the stage sides, making an additional space in the area where
the sound is produced. TheTeatro Śergio Cardosohas a huge reverberant chamber behind
the orchestra position and the panels placed on the stage are not efficient enough to solve
this problem.

When we finish processing all the data, we will be able to diagnose precisely
the acoustical behavior of the rooms and to suggest possible solutions to their acoustical
problems.

2.1. MATLAB Implementation

MATLAB ( http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab ) is a commercial
package that includes a high-level interpreted programming language and a development
environment. Unlike the operators in the more common programming languages, which
usually only deal with scalars, MATLAB built-in functions and operators let the program-
mer work with matrices and complex numbers in a quick and easy way. Along with its
development environment and its comprehensive DSP and math libraries, this makes it a
good prototyping language, suitable for our needs to test and validate the audio processing
algorithms we studied.

The prototype we implemented is a set of MATLAB functions that provides most
of the analysis functionality of the Measurement Module for two methods: Maximum-
Length Sequence (MLS) and Log Sweep FFT (LSF). Let us take a look at them.



Order Length Class Tap

2 3 a 2, 1

3 7
a 3, 1
b 3, 2

4 15
a 4, 1
b 4, 3

5 31
a 5, 2
b 5, 3

6 63
a 6, 1
b 6, 5

7 127
a 7, 1
b 7, 6

8 255
a 8, 6, 5, 1
b 8, 5, 3, 2

9 511
a 9, 4
b 9, 5

10 1023
a 10, 3
b 10, 7

11 2047
a 11, 2
b 11, 9

12 4095
a 12, 7, 4, 3
b 12, 11, 8, 6
c 12, 11, 10, 2

13 8191
a 13, 4, 3, 1
b 13, 12, 10, 9

14 16383
a 14, 12, 11, 1
b 14, 13, 8, 4
c 14, 13, 12, 2

15 32767
a 15, 1
b 15, 14

Order Length Class Tap

15 32767
c 15, 11
d 15, 8

16 65535
a 16, 5, 3, 2
b 16, 15, 13, 4

17 131071
a 17, 3
b 17, 14
c 17, 14, 13, 9

18 262143
a 18, 7
b 18, 11

19 524287
a 19, 6, 5, 1
b 19, 18, 17, 14

20 1048575
a 20, 3
b 20, 17

21 2097151
a 21, 2
b 21, 19

22 4194303
a 22, 1
b 22, 21

23 8388607
a 23, 5
b 23, 18

24 16777215
a 24, 4, 3, 1
b 24, 23, 22, 17

25 33554431 a 25, 3
26 67108863 a 26, 8, 7, 1
27 134217727 a 27, 8, 7, 1
28 268435455 a 28, 3
29 536870911 a 29, 2
30 1073741823 a 30, 16, 15, 1
31 2147483647 a 31, 3
32 4294967295 a 32, 28, 27, 1

Table 1: Feedback taps for the MLSs of order 2 to 32

Signal generation

In order to perform a measurement, we first need to generate the input signal to be played
inside the room. The user should use the right function for the chosen method.

[mls,row,col] = mls2tap(N,tap0,tap1)
[mls,row,col] = mls4tap(N,tap0,tap1,tap2,tap3)
Generates theN-order MLS with two or four feedback taps.
Receives: Returns:
N MLS order. mls the MLS.
tap* feedback taps, according to

Table 1.
row , col permutation arrays to be used in

the IR calculations.

[c,B,A] = varredura(fs,t,f0,f1)
Generates the logarithmic sine sweep with sample frequencyfs , durationt , start
frequencyf0 , and end frequencyf1 .
Receives: Returns:
fs sample frequency. c the logarithmic sine sweep.
t duration. B, A butterworth bandpass filter

coefficients to be used in the IR
calculations.

f0 start frequency.
f1 end frequency.

From the vectorsmls or c , we may use the functionwavwrite to output a Mi-
crosoft WAVE sound file so that they can be played by an external program. The MLS
signal should be generated with at least two repetitions ofmls .



Impulse Response Calculation

The generated signal should be played inside the room and the response recorded simul-
taneously. Figure 4 shows the equipment setup we used. It produces a stereo recording

Figure 4: Diagram of the equipment setup

where the first channel is the room response and the second is the calibration. This con-
figuration is important for the processing functions below.

Before we proceed, we must read the recorded samples to a MATLAB matrix.
This may be done by thewavread function, which reads a Microsoft WAVE file. By
now we should have a 2-column matrix where the first column contains the samples of
the room response channel and the second column contains the samples of the calibration
channel. We can now calculate the impulse response.

ir = demls(signal,row,col,reps)
Calculates the average of thereps repetitions of the generated MLS insignal ,
excluding the first one.
Receives: Returns:
signal the recorded response. ir the impulse response.
row,col permutation arrays returned by

mls2tap or mls4tap .
reps number of repetitions of the

generated MLS played.

ir = dechirp(signal,B,A,N)
Deconvolves the sine sweep signal with the room response to it using the FFT.
Receives: Returns:
signal the recorded response. ir the impulse response.
B,A filter coefficients returned by

varredura .
N desired length for the resulting

IR.

Parameters Calculation

The last step is the calculation of the acoustical parameters. Before being processed, the
impulse response needs a treatment to minimize the signal disturbance. We implemented
three different methods in the following functions.



[s] = ldbparam(ir,fs,flag)
Implements the Lundeby method.
Receives: Returns:
ir the impulse response. [s] the acoustical parameters.
fs sample rate.
flag if equals 1, displays the Schroeder curves.

[s] = chuparam(ir,fs,flag)
Implements the Chu method.
Receives: Returns:
ir the impulse response. [s] the acoustical parameters.
fs sample rate.
flag if equals 1, displays the Schroeder curves.

[s] = hrtparam(ir1,ir2,fs,flag)
Implements the Hirata method.
Receives: Returns:
ir1,ir2 two impulse responses obtained

under the same conditions.
[s] the acoustical parameters.

fs sample rate.
flag if equals 1, displays the Schroeder curves.

3. Usability Requirements

The task of taking measurements from a room demands the maximum of agility and
organization. Considering the high number of signal takes and measurement positions,
we want the software to support the work on the field. During the measurements, we
dealt with the manipulation, conversion, and storage of the data without the use of any
special software, we only used our MATLAB prototype and a few audio tools. That
experience showed us the importance of a integrated system designed for these tasks that
offers an agile and flexible interface. We then enumerated some usability requirements
for the software we are building.

1. Organization of the data: when we measure a room, we must perform the signal
takes in a lot of different positions. On top of that, each take must be repeated
several times. This generates a great number of recordings, each one with its set
of calculated parameters associated with it, so it is important to label and store
them properly.

2. Display of results: we also need an efficient way to display this great amount
of data. This should be done in the form of graphs and tables generated by the
software.

3. Audio tools: tools for audio visualization may be useful when dealing with the
recordings.

4. Automated repetitions: given that we need to repeat the same take a few times
for each position, the software should be able to do it automatically.

5. Integrated environment: all these tools and features should be integrated in a
single environment for convenience.

4. AcMus Measurement Module

We are working on the final Java implementation of the AcMus Measurement Module
taking into account the experience we gained from the measurements. We plan to im-
plement the three modules of the AcMus software in the same environment, satisfying
Requirement 5. We are doing this with the help of the Eclipse Platform.



4.1. Eclipse

The AcMus software is being implemented as a set of Eclipse plug-ins. Eclipse (http:

//www.eclipse.org ) is a powerful, generic, extensible, open set of computer tools
for developing programs. It is actually a general-purpose Integrated Development Envi-
ronment (IDE) that can be largely extended with contributed plug-ins written in Java. It
provides a foundation for constructing and running these plug-ins, allowing extensions
built by different people to integrate seamlessly and become part of the Eclipse Platform.
It also counts with a great number of high quality open-source plug-ins offered by the
Eclipse community.

The Eclipse Platform is then used by both the plug-in programmers (who have the
role of the platform developers) and the application programmers (who have the role of
the platform users). Its architecture is based on the concept ofplug-in. Plug-ins are pieces
of programs with a defined structure that add functionality to the platform. A plug-in may
defineextension pointsto let other plug-ins extend it. Almost the entire platform is built
upon this model, even its main subsystems are structured as sets of plug-ins, resulting in
a highly extensible system.

When started, the Eclipse Platform opens theworkbench, shown in Figure 5.
Besides the menus and the toolbar, the workbench also contains panels, known asviews,

Figure 5: The Eclipse Workbench with the default perspective.

and aneditor area. These elements compose a graphical interface for the development
and management ofprojects. A project is mapped to a folder in a file system. Files inside
this folder represent the project resources. Aperspectivedefines a collection of view,
menus, and buttons in the toolbar. In a way, the perspective determines the kind of tasks
for which the workbench will be useful. The default perspective offers generic views for
project management and basic file editing. For example, the Navigator View lets the user
create, select, and remove projects. To its right is the editor area. When a document is
selected in the Navigator View, the appropriate editor windows opens there. The Java
perspective, accordingly, offers the functionality of a full-featured Java IDE.

Each of these GUI elements is a plug-in or a set of plug-ins that can itself be
extended. The AcMus platform is being built upon this model. The Measurement Module
described in this paper implements a perspective that offers customized views and editors.

4.2. AcMus Perspective

TheAcMus Perspectiveis shown in Figure 6. The view on the left hand side of the window



Figure 6: The AcMus Perspective.

is theAcMus Project Explorer, which extends the Eclipse Navigator View. It has the same
purpose of managing projects. In order to create new projects and resources, we provide
wizards that were built using the wizard framework offered by the Eclipse Platform. The
plug-in also defines different types of resources, some of them having their own editor.
For example, the resources that represent audio files may be viewed with theAudio Player
(which is actually an editor), as shown in Figure 7. This player draws the waveform and

Figure 7: The Audio Player.

the spectrum of an audio file, conforming with Requirement 3.

In the next sections we show more of these elements and how they work together.

Measurement Management

The Project Explorer view lets the user store measurements taken from different rooms in
hierarchical folders. There are four main kinds of folders.

• Project folder: represents a room.
• Session folder: groups measurements taken at a specific period in time.
• Set folder: stores the repetitions of the same measurement.
• Measurement folder: stores the audio file of the room’s response and the

output of the response analysis.



The wizards for the creation of these folders let the user input additional information about
the folder such as date, time, equipment, comments, and so on. This structure, designed
to comply with Requirement 1, induces a certain organization. Figure 8 shows an actual
example.

Figure 8: An example of the organization of the folders.

The special folder signalsstores the generated signals to be played in the room.
The current implementation provides a wizard for the creation of logarithmic sine sweeps.

Measurement Interface

A double-click on a measurement folder opens an interface for the management of this
measurement, the Measurement editor. The interface, shown in Figure 9, allows the user
to perform a measurement, that is, to play the chosen input signal and record the room
response. After that, by clicking on the “Calculate IR” button, the user asks the software to

Figure 9: The Measurement Interface.

calculate the impulse response from the captured sound. The result is shown in Figure 10.
Finally, the button “Calculate parameters” shows the acoustical parameters obtained from
the impulse response. Figure 11 shows the parameters that the current implementation is
able to calculate.

The code for this part of the software is a reimplementation of the MATLAB
prototype (Section 2.1). For this we are also implementing a DSP library that currently



Figure 10: The calculated impulse response.

Figure 11: The calculated parameters.

has a few FFT and filtering functions. At this early stage of development, we do not know
yet if the Java performance will be an issue, since we have been doing a straightforward
translation from the MATLAB functions. If this is the case, we may have to implement
some of these functions in C++ and integrate them with the JNI [Liang, 1999] at the cost
of the full portability.

5. Conclusions

The AcMus software offers the main acoustic calculations and processing tools avail-
able in similar commercial systems such as WinMLS (http://www.winmls.com ),
Aurora (http://pcfarina.eng.unipr.it/aurora/home.htm ), ETF5 (http://

www.etfacoustic.com ), and Sample Champion (http://purebits.com/ ). How-
ever, some additional tools are not implemented in AcMus, for instance, signal convolu-
tion and deconvolution, and STI (Speech Transmission Index) and ST1 (support) calcula-
tions, but they may be added in future releases.

Besides, in order to share the results of our research with other groups more easily,
the AcMus software is an open-source project. All the source code and papers we pro-
duced are available at our Web site:http://gsd.ime.usp.br/acmus . None of the



mentioned systems are completely freely available and open-source.

5.1. Next Steps

In addition to the analysis of the theaters we measured, we have work to be done on the fi-
nal implementation of the Measurement Module. There is a lot of room for enhancements,
especially in the measurement interface, so that we could properly meet Requirements 4
and 2. Also, the parameter calculation functionality is not complete yet.

All this work is of great importance for the last stage of the project:
the final implementation of the Simulation and Optimization Module. We have
been working on this module since the beginning of the project [de Queiroz, 2003,
de Avelar Gomes et al., 2004], so now we are getting ready to incorporate this research
to the AcMus integrated platform.
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